Weatherford Expands Artificial-Lift Systems Portfolio with Sand-Tolerant Pump
Pump Designed to Increase Run Life and Optimize Costs in High-Sand Wells

HOUSTON, September 17, 2015 – Weatherford International plc today announced the addition of the sand-tolerant pump (STP) to the company's artificial-lift solutions offering. Aimed to optimize the life of wells, slow production declines and reduce workovers, the STP is an alternative to standard rod pumps in wells with high sand production. The STP prevents abrasion caused by sand accumulation in the barrel/plunger that results in decreased pump efficiency or total failure.

A unique wiper assembly and filter coupling reduce sand damage by moving sand upward through the pump and away from the barrel/plunger interface. Based on field trial results, the STP has demonstrated up to 5.5 times longer run life than conventional rod pumps in sandy conditions.

“The sand-tolerant pump is a demonstration of the improvements made in pump designs to increase run life and mitigate sand damage. So far, the longest run time with the sand-tolerant pump is 781 days in very harsh, sand-laden environments.” said Bob McDonald, Vice President of Reciprocating Rod Lift at Weatherford. “We are committed to providing innovative technologies that address our clients’ need to offset natural decline rates by helping to optimize production and improve recovery rates.”

The STP is available in most American Petroleum Institute (API) pump sizes and can perform in temperatures up to 360 degrees F (182 degrees C). By lubricating the plunger/barrel interface and keeping sand out of this critical area of the plunger system, the STP provides efficient and reliable performance and extended run times.

With the addition of the STP, Weatherford continues to offer the most comprehensive artificial-lift portfolio and training program in the industry.

For more information on the STP, visit www.weatherford.com/stp.

About Weatherford
Weatherford is one of the largest multinational oilfield service companies providing innovative solutions, technology, and services to the oil and gas industry. The Company operates in more than 100 countries and has a network of approximately 1,350 locations, including manufacturing, service, research and development, and training facilities.

For more information, visit www.weatherford.com
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